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So what is *STARFLEET*?
"Star Fleet" was founded as a way to bring my Wesley Crusher avatar from l33t into
Elite and becoming 1771. First I put my entire jacket in "Star Fleet" with my positions
and it remained that way for almost a year until my chess partner, Andrew Gomes,
pointed out the confusion. So I separated the real and imaginary into Experience and
Volunteer.
Within two days I had two volunteers to join, although only one followed through: Field
Commissioned Ensign Aristide (Bareil Antos) Tosi who later traveled to Milwaukee
and helped out with some of the high level objectives of "Star Fleet" you'll find in my
other articles. Since he came from Seattle, accomplished his mission with talking to me
exactly once while I was locked up in the mental ward, I decided it was time for
*STARFLEET*/STARFLEET IN BOLD.
Our objective, simply stated, is to use cyberwarfare tactics to achieve Roddenberry's
vision in the here and now. And his vision was not just about space, it was about
society.

Laws Every *STARFLEET* Officer Must Follow
1. Integrity First
2. Service Before Self

3. Excellence in all I do
4. Lead, Follow or get the FUCK out of the way!
5. The Future Belongs to Those Who Believe in the Beauty of Their Dreams
6. VENI VIDI VICI
7. Let the Dead be Dead

Connection the USAF
In Star Trek lore Zefram Cochrane, an American, invented the Warp Drive that the
Vulcan's coincidentally saw when passing by and decided it was time to introduce
themselves. Hense the ashes of the founding vision of America became the inspiration
of the founding vision of a New Earth society and later the Federation of Planets. The
USAF has been working on these kind of cyber operations for several years now, ever
since General William T Lord was named head of US Cybercommand (Provisional),
and it is natural that one day *STARFLEET* will turn into Starfleet, the 5th branch of
US Military and later THE military branch of the UN.
What is different about *STARFLEET* today is we are completely non-compensated,
non-government official and our command and control structure is rather anarchistic.
That is by design. I am hoping for 10's of thousands of members, many high profile by
the end of next week. We achieve this if enough of General Lord's connections (we
have one promised) sign up and General Lord will become Effective Fleet Admiral
Lord until Fleet Admiral William (Beverly Crusher) Gates takes his seat.

Live Long and Prosper... but never become a FUCKING Vulcan
You should excel at AND enjoy EVERYTHING that you do. If you are having
problems with that talk to your superior officer because it is *STARFLEET* policy that
none of us should ever be in a position where we are doing work for works sake. But to
make this happen requires "work": you need to spend your free time effectively,
consuming and producing valuable information. Some people can get much out of a
well written TV show (I clearly did out of Star Trek), some people can out of games
(particular those played with other people) and always a good book or article.
As of now we have 5 officers, I am Acting Admiral - Executive Officer of the Fleet.
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